The Experimental Psychology Program Presents:

08/20 – 3:30 PM: Jin Goh, Colby College (Zoom)
   Title: “The Limits of Social Prototypes”
   Area: Social Psychology

09/10 – 3:30 PM: Sydney Garlitch, UNCG
   Title: "Memory interference: Aging, attention, and retrieval dynamic
   Area: Cognitive Psychology

09/17 – 3:30 PM: Gordon Pennycook, University of Regina (Zoom)
   Title: “Intuition, Reason, and Social Media”
   Area: Cognitive Psychology

09/24 – 3:30 PM: Ashlyn Brady, UNCG
   Title: “Navigating Sexual Challenges in Romantic Relationships”
   Area: Social Psychology

10/15 – 3:30 PM: Melissa Meade, University of Toronto (Zoom)
   Title: “Cognition and well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic: unique events enhance episodic richness, mood, and temporal context of life experiences.”
   Area: Lifespan Development

11/12 – 3:30 PM: Jessica Caporaso, UNCG
   Title: TBA
   Area: Developmental Psychology

11/19 – 3:30 PM: Brandy Tiernan (Zoom)
   Title: TBA
   Area: Cognitive Psychology

EVERYONE IS InvITED!